Watch out for children

When you drive past the school, a child could dash out from behind a parked car... if he or she does and you’re going too quickly, it could result in death or serious injury.

If you drive past a school at starting or finishing time, it is advisable to keep your speed down.

Keep clear of the Zig-Zags
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THINK Zig-Zags

Unlikely adults, young children cannot see over parked vehicles, likewise drivers cannot necessarily see children.

A clear space is essential for the children to see traffic easily and for drivers to be able to see them. Yellow Zig-Zag markings outside schools are there to provide a clear area in which children can cross the road safely.

Don't park on the Zig-Zags!

Keep school entrance clear.

Remember - The Zig-Zags are there for a purpose - to provide a clear area in which children can cross. They can see approaching cars and drivers can see them.

South Farnborough Junior School asked their pupils to design posters asking drivers to park elsewhere.